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South African Heritage Resources Agency 
Attention: Barend van der Merwe 
Heritage Officer: Heritage Objects Unit  
111 Harrington Street 
PO Box 4637,  
Cape Town, 8000 
Email: bvdmerwe@sahra.org.za 
cc: Regina Isaacs, Manager Heritage Objects Unit 
 
9 July 2016, 
 
 
RE:  Loan agreement between University of Pretoria and the British Museum 
 
Thank you for your letter dated 27 May 2016, we acknowledge SAHRA's concerns. The University of Pretoria 
(the lender) takes note that section "5.9" of the loan agreement does however allow for provision for arbitration, 
which in general museum practice resides between the mutual agreement and negotiation between the lender 
and the borrower to a satisfactory outcome, should the need arise. In the unlikely event of dispute, preference 
would be given to negotiate outside of court with arbitrators from within South African legislation and UK 
legislation to be appointed. Both parties view the chances of dispute as low risk, since the exhibition is only 
temporary for a few months and subsequently the export permit is bound by prescribed conditions within the 
ambit of the National Heritage Resources Act, 25 of 1999. Furthermore, since the art exhibition is taking place in 
the UK, it is accepted practice that British Law takes precedence, since the British Museum (the borrower) is 
compelled to adhere to the UK Government Indemnity Scheme, which is one of the best in the world and is 
recognised and well-accepted within the international heritage sector. 
 
Taking into account the above, after much consultation between the British Museum and legal counsel at the 
University of Pretoria, we would highly recommend to SAHRA, that the proposed specified stipulated clause 
please be rather included under the terms of conditions upon issuance of the temporary export permit as a more 
suitable and practical arrangement. Both parties do not want to compromise the negotiations of this 
internationally significant loan, which took over a year to sign, as well as not to miss an opportunity to showcase 
South African heritage objects in one of the world's most famous museums.  
 
The University of Pretoria as lender is therefore fully assured and confident that the signed temporary loan 
agreement covers comprehensive protection (including arbitration, if necessary). In addition, with the exhibition in 
only a few months away and the tight time frames already impressed upon many institutions, collectively the loan 
agreement and conditions of the temporary export permit for heritage objects will be issued under legislation in 
terms of section 36, of the National Heritage Resources Act, 25 of 1999, is in itself governed by South African 
Law.  
 
We kindly request your urgent consideration of the matter upon the issuance of the temporary export permit in 

order for the loan to the British Museum to be successfully and swiftly processed. 

Sincerely 

 

Prof Theo van Wyk 
Head of Department of UP Arts 
Faculty of Humanities 


